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Abstract 

 

This study reviews previously published series on different algorithms their advantages 

and limitations which shall help make future recommendations for researchers and experts 

seeking to develop an effective algorithm for predicting the likelihood of various 

diseases.Artificial intelligence and expert systems plays a key role in modern medicine 

sciences for disease prediction, surveillance interventions, cost efficiency and better quality of 

life etc. With the arrival of new web-based data sources and systematic data collection through 

surveys and medical reporting, there is a need of the hour to develop effective recommendation 

systems which can support practitioners for better decision- making process. Machine Learning 

Algorithms (MLA) is a powerful tool which enables computers to learn from data. While 

many novel developed MLA constantly evolves, there is need to develop more systematic, 

robust algorithm which can interpret with highest possible accuracy, sensitivity and 

specificity.  

Keywords: Machine Learning Algorithms, Disease prediction, Artificial Intelligence, Expert 

Systems, 

Introduction 

Healthcare information systems integrate IT with healthcare to meet the growing demands 

of quality and efficacy in healthcare systems across the globe [3].The advent of Healthcare 

Information Systems (HIS) plays an imperative role in the field of medical sciences and 
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technology as it assists medical practitioners in development of accurate methods of disease 

prediction, high-risk assessment and sustainable health monitoring [1, 2].. Artificial 

Intelligence and deep learning techniques are currently in trend and several studies exclusively 

focus on analyzing its support towards modern medical decision models [4]. With the arrival 

of new web-based data sources and systematic data collection through surveys and medical 

reporting, there is a need of the hour to develop effective recommendation systems which can 

support practitioners in the better decision-making process [5]. 

Machine Learning Algorithms (MLA) is a powerful tool which enables computers to learn 

from data [6]. Over past decade, a number of machine learning classifiers have been developed 

which is broadly classified into the white and black box. While, white box MLA is simple and 

transparent which includes simple decision tree, black box models which are also known as 

deep learning models are often difficult to interpret their inner working [7]. Neural Networks 

are paradigmatic examples of deep learning algorithms [8] which 

also includes Random Forest model, the Support Vector Machine models etc. Along with 

machine learning algorithms, data mining techniques and statistical analysis provide major 

support to experts in prediction of disease [9]. Medical data in the form of electronic health 

records, sensors and monitors analyzed using traditional machine learning algorithms like 

logistic regression and regression analysis proves to be effective in disease prediction using 

structured clinical or hospital data. These algorithms were supervised and trained to classify 

characteristics based on past experiences [10]. With the development of new computational 

tools such as big data analytics technology, modern machine learning algorithms use 

unsupervised machine learning approach to select features or attributes automatically from 

larger datasets to improve the accuracy [11]. 

The objectives are To understand application of different machine learning algorithm in 

prediction of particular disease and to identify the advantages and limitations of the MLA for 

healthcare sector data. The methodology used for this study is a review methodology where 

several journal and peer-reviewed articles were reviewed with respect to machine learning 

algorithm for medical applications. In this review, machine learning methods used for the 

medical application is described. Also, a comparative review of techniques adopted in machine 

learning technique is adopted and analyzed. Potential uses of machine learning methods such 

as support vector machine, artificial neural networks and deep learning are also discussed for 
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application in the field of medical science. The content of this paper flows as follows: Review 

of previous studies conducted in terms of disease management using various machine learning 

algorithms and conclusion. 

Related Works 

Mental Health related Diseases 

Study by Schnack[12] used CNN to analyze sMRI image in prediction of Schizophrenia, 

Alzheimer's disease. The study tested the following classifiers, multiple (k) SVM classifiers; 

Decision tree such as Random Forest; fuzzy c means clustering; Gaussian distribution; multi-

kernel learning. The study used Clustering technique based on data partitioning and concluded 

that fuzzy c means clustering helps to increase subgroup hence achieve higher accuracy in 

combination with SVM when compared to other models. 

Study by Chen et al. [13] tested performance of different classifiers in prediction of cerebral 

infarction in regions of China. Data in the form of EHR, medical image and gene data both 

structured and unstructured was used. 31,919 hospitalized patient’s records were recovered. 

For text data CNN-UDRP classifier was used; For structure and text data, Convolutional 

Neural Network based Multimodal Disease Risk Prediction (CNN-MDRP) was used and for 

structured only data NB+ gaussian distribution, KNN and DT (CART) algorithm was used. 

CNN-based Unimodal Disease Risk Prediction (CNN-UDRP) algorithm showed accuracy rate 

of 94.8%. CNN-MDRP algorithm showed accuracy rate of 94.80%. For Structured data, 

although DT showed highest accuracy rate of 63%, overall NB classifier showed better 

performance in disease prediction. 

Study by Chen et al. [14] predicted multiple sclerosis from clinical and MRI data. A total of 

1600 subjects’ record was used from CLIMB study. Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier 

was tested for both clinical and MRI data which showed the following performance: Accuracy 

rate of 70%, sensitivity of 62% and 71%, specificity of 65% and 68% respectively in 

predicting multiple sclerosis. Study by Abos et al. [15] attempted to predict Parkinson’s 

disease using fMRI images. 133 patients dataset was collected. Supervised machine learning 

technique was applied and the study tested performance of SVM. The study found that SVM 

had an accuracy rate of 80%. From the above studies we can conclude that for prediction of 

mental health-related diseases using MRI image, SVM classifier has outperformed other types 

of machine learning classifiers in terms of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity. The Below 
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mentioned table1 provides insight into the management of mental health related diseases using 

different classifiers for different disease prediction. 
 

 

Lung Disease 

Study by Le-Dong et al. [16] predicted interstitial lung disease based on combined data 

obtained from Pulmonary Function Test (PFT) and Hi-Res CT. The dataset consisted of 323 

subjects of which 244 patients were identified with systemic sclerosis. The study reported that 

SVM with z score showed accuracy 84%, sensitivity 60% and specificity of 96% respectively. 

Study by Le-Dong et al. [17] attempted to predict asthma based on patient’s telemonitoring 

data. The dataset consisted of 7001 daily telemonitoring records of adult asthma patients for 7 

days. Classifiers such a naive Bayesian classifier, adaptive Bayesian network, and support 

vector machines was tested for performance and found that adaptive Bayesian network 

showed accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of 100% each respectively. Study by Wiemken et 

al. [18]analysed statistical and machine learning algorithm in prediction re-hospitalisation 

within 30 days among pneumonia patients. Datasets was obtained from hospital which 

included 3249 patients suffering from pneumonia. The study tested the following classifiers: 

LR, LASSO regression, RF, RPT, CIT and NB. The study reported that it is a challenge to 

predict re- hospitalization among pneumonia patients using statistical and MLA. From the 

above-quoted studies, it is understood that neural network and SVM outperformed other 

prediction models. The below table 2 summarizes the machine learning classifiers used for 

prediction of various lung diseases. 

Table 2. Lung Disease 
 

Data Type Format Classifiers used Prediction 

EHR 

Hospital 

data Tele-

monitorin

g 

DT, LR, SVM, NN, RF, kNN SVM with z score, NBC, 

ABN, LASSO, RPT, CIT, ID3 C4.5, NB and BN (K2). 

Asthma 

COPD 
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Cancer 

Study by Guadagni et al. [19] predicted breast cancer from web based source. Routinely collected clinical 

data was used for analysis. The study evaluated the performance of multiple kernel learning approach 

combining SVM and Random optimization but did not externally validate the result due to limitation of data. 

Study by Murty and Babu[20] predicted lung cancer using NB. Dataset from UCI Machine Learning 

Repository of Lung Cancer Patients and Michigan Lung Cancer included 32 subjects of which 16 were 

identified as lung cancer patients. The initial 57 attributes were later developed to 7130 attributes as the 

number of subjects and cancer patients were increased to 96 and 86 respectively. The study reported that NB 

outperforms other prediction models. The below table 3 summarizes different classifiers used for cancer 

disease management. 

Conclusion 

The present study began to explain with a description of machine learning algorithm followed by the 

issues faced in the machine learning algorithm and its possible remedies. In future, we have planned to 

implement a solution for particular issue including uncertain and incomplete dataset using the solution 

learning with the use of Parkinson telecommunication dataset. In this review, the overview of research in big 

data analytics as specific towards machine learning approach is provided. Big data creates numerous 

challenges for traditional machine learning in terms of their scalability, adaptability and usability. It would be 

more interesting in concentrating towards the trend one or a greater amount of these issues frequently seen in 

big data, hence accumulation the machine learning and big data analytics research corpus. 
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